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We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when 








We do not need more of the same diffusion research. The challenge 
for diffusion scholars of the future is to move beyond the proven 
methods and models of the past, to recognise their shortcomings and 










I hope that this work you are doing does not only end in your research 
defence, but puts the ideas in practice. Please take the findings to the 
big men. When you analyse it, please tell the big men what you see in 



















This body of research is dedicated to African smallholder farmers in the hope 
that important scientific breakthroughs are able to help them transition towards 
their concepts for more productive and sustainable livelihoods. 
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Australian Higher Education Graduation Statement 
 
This thesis examines the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ of the utilisation of Conservation Agriculture 
in eastern and southern Africa. Mixed methods are applied to four novel frameworks unified 
by the conceptualisation of agricultural change as a gradual and incremental utilisation process 
rather than a singular adoption outcome. The thesis argues for greater flexibility to enable 
adaptation of Conservation Agriculture and ensure smallholder farmers perceive benefit, 
relevance and feasibility. To progress this change in approach, leverage points are identified to 
further develop the institutional environment and empower farmers to transition towards 
more productive, sustainable and resilient farming systems.  
  




Sustainable intensification of Africa smallholder farming systems is urgently needed to address 
issues of food insecurity and environmental sustainability. Substantial investment has been 
provided to catalyse this process, particularly through the promotion of Conservation 
Agriculture (CA) based farming systems. Over more than five decades of research activities on 
the African continent such systems have shown strong potential to address constraints with 
current production systems, yet there has been only limited uptake by smallholder farmers 
across eastern and southern Africa.  
While there is a substantial body of literature that explores CA uptake, much of it is focused on 
technical benefits accrued to farmers during implementation. This research takes an alternative 
approach focused on understanding the broader status of CA uptake (i.e. the ‘what’ of CA), the 
determinants for such a status (i.e. the ‘why’ of CA) and the pathways forward for increasing 
uptake (i.e. the ‘how’ of CA). The need for such research into improving farming systems in 
Africa is a part of the growing discourse questioning the effectiveness of current investigations 
on CA uptake and the intensification of African smallholder agriculture more generally.  
A combination of quantitative and qualitative methods are applied to four novel frameworks, 
with the underlying intention to reach beyond econometric analyses and binary classifications 
of adoption to create deeper understanding of the uptake of CA and the process of sustainable 
intensification. In doing this, a broader analytical lens is applied based on the gradual and 
incremental process of utilisation towards total adoption, as opposed to a focus on total 
adoption as an outcome. In doing so, this research applies robust frameworks to understand 
the nuanced uptake of CA and participatory exploration of the reasons for this uptake through 
local perspectives.  
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The thesis body is composed of ten manuscripts that first quantitatively explore the status of 
CA and minimum tillage utilisation to understand the ‘what’ of CA utilisation. This is followed 
by exploration of the perspectives of various farmer typologies (negatively evaluating; 
positively evaluating; currently evaluating; and those yet to evaluate due to a lack of 
information) and non-farm stakeholders (extension services; community leaders; and local 
research services) to understand the ‘why’ of CA utilisation. Finally, the ‘how’ of CA utilisation 
is explored through a review of global uptake of CA and comparison of the preconditions 
required to the current smallholder situation in Africa.  
Through this research, two strong themes emerge for further analysis: 1] the functionality of 
current informational exchange mechanisms; and 2] a lack of feasibility and relevance of CA 
leading to constrained intensity of utilisation. These themes exist due to institutionalised issues 
with the mechanisms used to promote CA to farmers. To enable greater utilisation, it is argued 
that increased flexibility is required regarding how CA is defined and promoted to farmers, 
particularly noting trends in CA uptake globally. Such conclusions and the research contained 
within this thesis are hence relevant to the extension, research and policy communities within 







Sustainable Intensification; Conservation Agriculture; Agricultural Development; Adoption; 
Africa; Minimum Tillage; Agricultural Extension   
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Figure A: Thesis graphical abstract 
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This section provides an introduction to this research. Chapter 1 provides a broad overview of 
the research area and gaps that will be addressed by the research objectives. The thesis 
narrative, scope and structure are then provided.   
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  Chapter One: Overview 
Overview 
1.1 Problem statement 
Approximately one out of four people in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) are undernourished (FAO, 
2015), and one in three children under the age of five are stunted (FAO, 2017). SSA holds an 
increasing share of the world’s undernourished people (17% in 1990 to 28% in 2016; FAO et 
al., 2015) and this continues to increase in absolute terms (to 217 million in 2016). While civil 
unrest is one component of this problem (FAO, 2017), continued food insecurity also reflects 
limited agricultural productivity growth. SSA’s agricultural productivity is low for staple crops 
such as maize (Figure 1) with comparatively stagnant cereal yields since the 1960s (World Bank, 
2016) and particularly over the past five years (FAO, 2017).  
 
Figure 1: Global maize yields (1961-2014). Source: FAO (2016) 
Food insecurity in SSA is further compounded by a rapidly growing population averaging 2.7% 
annual growth since 1990 (FAO et al., 2015). Such population growth is expected to continue, 
leading to at least a doubling in demand for cereals in Africa over the coming three decades 
(van Ittersum et al., 2016). Meeting this demand will need to occur under increased climate 
uncertainty and with greater emphasis on sustainability, noting the current application of 
unsustainable land-use practices that already threaten to impact negatively on productivity, 
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There are also questions raised about the productivity and sustainability of current production 
systems based on tillage, and the potential impact of continued tillage practices on future 
production. While tillage has often been used in production systems to positively alter the 
properties of the soil for plant growth (e.g. water conservation, temperature, infiltration and 
evapotranspiration processes) the need for tillage has been increasingly debated, with many 
studies identifying that intensive tillage operations can result in the exploitation of natural 
resources and contribute to land degradation (Friedrich et al., 2012; Hobbs et al., 2008; Lal, 
2009). In a meta-analysis of the effects of tillage, Busari et al (2015) found tillage systems (in 
comparison to production systems that limited tillage) negatively impacted soil physical, 
chemical and biological processes, were less adaptable in light of more variable climates, and 
increased the impact of agricultural activities on the environment in nearly all cases they 
studied. Hence, the ongoing implementation of tillage activities is a further consideration when 
addressing the need for more productive and sustainable agricultural systems.  
Even if population growth slows, supply-side issues must clearly be addressed. Reardon et al. 
(1999) highlighted the impracticality of further extensification of African farming systems and 
argued (sustainable) intensification is the only viable way to address the issue of food insecurity 
in SSA. This thesis addresses the problem of how to achieve sustainable intensification in the 
context of resource-poor African smallholder farmers, with the focus on increasing the uptake 
of improved practices that balance production, economic, social, environmental and climatic 
objectives.  
1.2 Potential solutions: Conservation Agriculture 
Whilst there are many pathways to sustainable agricultural intensification in Africa, 
Conservation Agriculture (CA) has been at the forefront of promotional efforts to address 
smallholder production, profitability and sustainability (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; Giller et 
al., 2009). CA is a crop production system that strives to achieve acceptable profits together 
with high and sustained production levels, while concurrently conserving the environment 
through the simultaneous application of three component practices: 1] minimum soil 
disturbance; 2] continuous soil cover; and 3] diversified crop rotations (FAO, 2014). In practice, 
CA tends to be various combinations of these three practices, with the practice of minimum 
soil disturbance as the cornerstone.  
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The promotion of CA is underwritten by substantial evidence from on-station trials that CA can 
significantly improve the productivity and sustainability of current farming systems in the 
African context (Ngwira et al., 2012; Ngwira et al., 2013; Thierfelder et al., 2013). Over the past 
15 years, a substantial wave of enthusiasm for CA has occurred, with strong support from the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), leading to the incorporation of 
CA into several governments’ agricultural policies (including Tanzania, Kenya, Malawi, 
Mozambique and Zambia). It is also actively promoted by many important regional 
organizations (e.g. the African Conservation Tillage Network [ACT] and the New Partnership for 
Africa’s Development [NEPAD]), CGIAR centres (e.g. CIMMYT, ICRISAT, CIRAD, ICARDA and 
ICRAF) and other NGOs (Giller et al, 2015).  
Recently, a more nuanced debate has begun around the actual benefits of CA to smallholder 
farmers, catalysed by Giller et al. (2009). There is growing discourse regarding the contested 
agronomic claims of CA proponents, particularly  concerning the actual benefits that accrue 
when resource-poor African smallholder farmers apply (elements of) CA on their farms and the 
high incidence of partial and limited intensity of utilisation (e.g. Giller et al., 2015; Pittelkow et 
al, 2015; Powlson et al., 2014). This has led to a contested evidence base for CA promotion in 
SSA, where in most cases the establishment of evidence lags behind the successful claims 
contained within the narratives of the CA community, be they project outputs, policy, or 
rhetoric (Whitfield et al., 2015). This has polarised the CA community, leaving limited scope for 
the middle ground, and politicised the promotion of CA which is now strongly part of the 
broader political agenda of agricultural transformation in Africa (e.g. such as the language used 
in the declaration of the 1st Africa Congress in Conservation Agriculture noting that CA is “one 
of the best food security and profitability options for farmers”). 
1.3 Research gaps  
Despite more than five decades of CA research in SSA (Wall et al., 2014) and more than three 
decades of extension efforts in SSA (Corbeels et al., 2014), CA remains a potentially beneficial 
technology that has not been widely adapted or impactful on African smallholder farmer 
livelihoods (Corbeels et al., 2014; Tittonell et al., 2009). While there is a large body of literature 
that estimates and explores the uptake of CA, there is now an expanding body of literature that 
questions the effectiveness of current investigations specifically for CA and for improved 
agricultural practices more generally (e.g. Andersson and Giller, 2012; Andersson and D'Souza, 
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2014; Corbeels et al., 2014; Giller et al., 2009; Glover et al., 2016; Sumberg, 2005). This thesis 
is focused on understanding beyond the technical benefits of CA to the broader status of CA 
uptake (i.e. the ‘what’ of CA), the determinants for such a status (i.e. the ‘why’ of CA) and the 
pathways forward for increasing uptake (i.e. the ‘how’ of CA). 
For estimates of CA uptake, current investigations provide only limited insight into the realities 
of use in SSA (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014). Many investigations tend to be constrained by 
the underpinning theoretical framework of the diffusion of innovations by Rogers (1962), 
whereby it is assumed that interest in a beneficial technology will eventually lead to a farmer 
implementing the practice. Such a framework has limited utility in resource constrained 
environments such as SSA (Giller et al., 2009), and particularly so for complex practices such as 
CA which require substantial modification to be feasible and relevant to end users (Douthwaite 
et al., 2001). Hence, modification and semi-spatial utilisation tend to be the dominant forms of 
use of CA in SSA (Baudron et al., 2007; Gowing and Palmer, 2008; Pannell et al., 2014). Yet most 
estimates of CA adoption are ambiguous as to how they classify these outcomes, due to a 
simplistic binary classification of adoption (where a farmer is either an ‘adopter’ or ‘non-
adopter’). Hence, the validity of current estimates have been questioned, particularly noting 
the variations in estimates that regularly occur (see Chapter 2). While there are claims that 
adoption is lower than current estimates suggest, and that estimates can be more obscuring 
than revealing (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014), there is yet to be an alternative proposal for 
more nuanced classification and estimation. In this light, the use of the term ‘adoption’ has 
been minimised throughout this thesis due to the connotations of agricultural uptake as a 
binary outcome and ambiguity over its definition. Instead, we favour the term ‘utilisation’ 
where possible to denote a wider framing of agricultural uptake as a process, and then explore 
within these various types of adoption such as trialing, partial, semi-spatial and total (This will 
be further defined in Chapter 2). 
For understanding uptake of technologies, there continues to be a dominance of econometric 
studies that focus on technical performance and household characteristics of adopters, which 
culminates in a lack of contextualisation of farmer situations and overall limited understanding 
of the determinants of farmer resource allocation decisions (Glover et al., 2016). Current 
studies tend to frame their research question as ‘why is adoption (s)low?’, yet this lessens the 
importance of adaptation of the practice to local contexts and farmer situations. Instead, 
Sumberg (2005) argues a better question would be ‘how and/or why are resource allocation 
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decisions made?’ and in doing so changing the focus from technical performance to local 
adaptation of practices to enable utilisation.  
Such reframing aligns with many studies which recommend a change of focus from technical 
performance to understanding the broader context for utilisation to occur (i.e. beyond the plot 
scale). For example, Corbeels et al. (2014) states that “too often projects focus heavily on 
agronomic, field scale matters, often to the detriment of dealing properly with issues arising at 
other scales or of a different nature” (p14). This is similar to Giller et al. (2011) in that “technical 
performance at field level is but one of the determinants of adoption” (p468). In the southern 
African context, Andersson and D'Souza (2014) highlight an abundance of farm level constraints 
identified as constraining CA, yet “contextual factors influencing CA (non) adoption have 
generally received less attention” (p117), arguing the need for analysis of a wider set of 
socioeconomic, institutional and policy factors in adoption studies.  
In addressing this gap, there is a clear need for greater exploration of the perspectives of 
farmers and other local stakeholders in the innovation process. Sumberg (2005) highlights that 
such perspectives are integral to the adaptation and uptake of new practices, yet are often 
forgotten, and to continue to claim that innovations in agricultural research are not being 
adopted due to well-known contextual issues denies an important step in the design and 
development process. By focusing on local perspectives, a more mechanistic understanding of 
farmer decision making is possible (Baudron et al., 2012), allowing us to broaden the 
understanding of resource allocation decisions beyond household characteristics and technical 
performance. Doing this requires time intensive, qualitative research that reaches beyond the 
small proportion of farmers who are participating in a particular development project. Such 
studies are largely absent in the literature. 
Because we are yet to obtain a complete understanding of the status and determinants of CA 
uptake, there is also limited understanding on the pathways to achieve it. The focus on 
achieving ‘adoption’ means there has been limited exploration of how subsistence farmers 
implementing low input farming systems transition into commercially viable higher input 
production systems based on CA. Current pathways are based on incremental expansion of CA 
area without modification, which reflects the limited understanding of current status and 
determinants of CA uptake outlined above. Hence, there is clearly a need for a broader and 
more nuanced investigation of ways to estimate and understand CA utilisation. Despite this, 
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there are few operationalised frameworks to do so. Some attempts have been made (e.g. 
Kuehne et al., 2017; Ndah et al., 2015), but these apply only binary classifications of adoption 
and do not address the mechanisms for farmer resource allocation. There is a need to find new 
ways to explore the uptake of CA. 
1.4 Research objectives  
This thesis addresses three research themes. Each theme is defined by a research question and 
a research objective. This investigation should not be viewed as a criticism of prior efforts, but 
as a natural evolution of the discussion to increase the understanding of the fit of CA to African 
smallholder systems through increased depth of analysis and broadening of the current base 
of understanding. The three research themes are:  
Theme 1: The ‘What’ of CA Utilisation 
The first theme explores the way ‘adoption’ is used to classify the uptake of agricultural 
technologies. The research question addressed is: ‘Can we better understand and classify the 
uptake of CA by African smallholder farmers?’. In moving beyond a binary classification of 
adoption, this research question is addressed through the exploration of the intensity, types 
and stages of CA utilisation that occur across five countries: Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi 
and Mozambique. Three novel frameworks are proposed: 1] a standardised CA nomenclature 
to classify the types of CA utilisation by farmers; 2] the Conservation Agriculture Appraisal 
framework (CAAF) to classify the intensity of CA utilisation by farmers; and 3] the Process of 
Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF) to classify the stages of CA utilisation by farmers. In 
applying these three frameworks to large quantitative household surveys, the first research 
objective is addressed: Quantification of the ‘what’ of CA utilisation.  
Theme 2: The ‘Why’ of CA utilisation  
After quantifying the ‘what’ of CA utilisation, the second theme explores the determinants of 
farmer decision making that contribute to the status of CA uptake in six African countries: 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Zambia and Mozambique. The research question addressed 
is: ‘Can we better contextualise the realities of agricultural practice selection by African 
smallholder farmers?’. This contextualisation is undertaken noting varying contexts in each of 
the communities and countries, but within an overall resource and information constrained 
environment that unites farmers in their decision making processes. The fourth and final novel 
framework of this thesis is proposed, the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA), which provides 
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a structure to understand and contextualise farmer resource allocation decisions. In applying 
the LPA to qualitative semi-structured interviews, the second research objective is addressed: 
Qualification of the ‘Why’ of CA utilisation. 
Theme 3: The ‘How’ of CA utilisation  
The findings of themes 1 and 2 are compared to the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of CA utilisation in other 
regions to explore the process and expectations for CA utilisation in SSA. The different contexts, 
drivers and preconditions that enabled adoption in other regions globally are compared with 
the contexts identified in theme 2. The research question explored is: ‘How might uptake of CA 
occur in the SSA smallholder context?’. Through this comparison, the third research objective 
is addressed: Synthesis of the ‘How’ of CA utilisation.  
1.5 Thesis scope and literature context  
This thesis does not enter the ongoing debate on the nuanced biophysical benefits of CA that 
may materialise to African smallholder farmers (e.g. see Pittelkow et al., 2015), nor does it 
attempt to understand the characteristics of farmers who adopt (of which there is an 
abundance of literature). Instead, it explores the perspectives of community members on CA 
and the issues that drive individuals’ resource allocation decision making within a broader 
community and institutional context.  
This work can be viewed within the lens of the farmer participatory research (FPR) framework 
(Farrington and Martin, 1988), which acknowledges the complexity of agricultural production 
and the need for analysis at multiple levels to inform technological development through 
participation of farmers in the technology development process. It emphasises the need to 
move away from traditional ‘technology transfer’ research, development and extension 
strategies towards a more holistic and engaging interaction with communities. Likewise, it is 
also relevant with the farming systems research (FSR) framework, whereby the implementation 
of the LPA framework assumes: 1] that farmers are rational in their decision making; 2] that 
their decision making is based on their available resource base, circumstances, opportunities 
and knowledge; and 3] farmers typically manage a complex combination of crops, animals, and 
other on-farm and off-farm activities to satisfy their physical, financial and social needs. As part 
of these FPR and FSR frameworks, this work is interdisciplinary, integrative, problem-oriented 
and farmer/community-centric.  
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In implementing this approach, a broad viewpoint is used to investigate CA as a disaggregated 
package of individual practices through which gradual increases in the type and intensity of CA 
implementation can occur. This is in line with much of the recent literature (e.g. Giller et al., 
2015) that calls for movement away from dogma and prescriptive approaches around CA to the 
development of a more holistic basket of options for soil and crop management from which 
farmers can choose to implement their livelihoods.  
It should be noted that this research takes a different approach to the existing literature by 
exploring the research topics via typologies based on the Process of Agricultural Utilisation 
Framework (see chapter 2). In doing this, qualitative explorations of farmer decision making 
are examined via four broad categories: 1] positive utilisation; 2] negative evaluation; 3] current 
evaluation; and 4] farmers yet to evaluate. This approach is taken as a point of difference to 
other studies, under the provision that new thinking is required to address ongoing problems 
in the analysis of farmer decision making. This approach is further applied to the perspectives 
of extension services, community leaders and research services, which may be interpreted as 
repetitive by readers. Instead, we hope this approach is interpreted as an attempt to build a 
strong argument for both the approach applied and the validity of results found. The limitations 
of this approach are discussed in section 12.5.  
1.6 Thesis structure  
This thesis is structured in a thesis-by-publication format, with the body of the thesis containing 
ten manuscripts. Due to this, and in an attempt to limit an excessive word count and repetition, 
there are no traditional methodology, theoretical framework or literature review sections 
within this thesis. However, the content that would be expected in these sections can be found 
within the manuscripts in the body of the thesis. To provide a narrative structure within the 
thesis, each manuscript is preceded by a summary which provides a concise overview of the 
manuscript contents, while each section has an introductory summary to unite the thesis 
narrative. The reader may also note similarities within some papers, reflecting the broad range 
of journals that have been targeted and subsequent need for each paper to provide sufficient 
justification of the method to warrant the paper standing alone. Noting this, this thesis is 
organised into five sections as follows: 
Section A (this section) provides an introduction to this thesis and provides an overview, the 
research gaps to be addressed by the research themes and information on the thesis structure.  
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Section B addresses the first research objective: the quantification of the ‘what’ of CA uptake. 
Chapter 2 proposes three theoretical frameworks to explore the types and intensities of CA use 
across eastern and southern Africa, and applies this to household survey data to provide a 
robust estimate of the status of CA in 2010 across five countries. Chapter 3 extends two of 
these frameworks to specifically explore minimum tillage utilisation across the same countries 
in 2013.  
Section C address the second research objective: the qualification of the ‘why’ of CA uptake 
established in Section B. Chapter 4 proposes the fourth theoretical framework of this thesis, 
which is then used to structure the qualitative assessment of farmer decision making which is 
applied to understand the negative evaluation of CA by African smallholder farmers. The same 
theoretical framework is then applied to the remaining chapters of Section C to explore 
different perspectives from key stakeholders, viz: positive utilisers (Chapter 5), evaluating 
farmers (Chapter 6), non-exposed farmers (Chapter 7); extension service providers (Chapter 8); 
community leaders (Chapter 9) and local agricultural researchers (Chapter 10).  
Section D addresses the third research objective: the synthesis of the ‘how’ of CA uptake. 
Chapter 11 explores the features of global uptake of CA and compares this to the findings from 
Sections B and C, highlighting implications for CA uptake in SSA.  
Section E provides the closing remarks for this research. Chapter 12 outlines how each research 
objective has been addressed as well as limitations and future work regarding this research. 
Section F contains then contains appendices of associated work.  
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Section B: The ‘W hat’ of CA Utilisation 








This section contains a quantitative investigation of the status of CA utilisation in Eastern and 
Southern Africa, which refers to the first research objective. Chapter 2 establishes the need to 
move beyond narrow estimations of adoption that use binary frameworks, and in doing so 
proposes three novel frameworks: 1] a standardised CA nomenclature to understand the types 
of CA utilisation; 2] the Conservation Agriculture Appraisal Framework (CAAF) to quantify the 
intensity of use of CA and CA components; and 3] the Process of Agricultural Utilisation 
Framework (PAUF) to classify farmers into various stages of use and non-use. These 
frameworks are applied to large household datasets collected in 2010 across five countries to 
understand the types and intensities of CA utilisation. Chapter 3 then extends these 
frameworks to understand the utilisation of minimum tillage in 2013 across the same five 
countries. In doing this, Section B establishes the central concept of this research: that farmer 
uptake of CA has been overestimated and understanding has been limited by binary methods 
of adoption estimation. Through the novel frameworks proposed, this section also provides the 
basis for qualitative investigation of the determinants of CA utilisation investigated in Section 
C. A visual summary of quantitative findings is given in Appendix A3.   
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Chapter Two: The Status of CA Utilisation in 201 0 
The Status of CA Utilisation in 2010 
Chapter 2 contains the first manuscript of this thesis which explores the utilisation of CA by 
African smallholder farmers in 2010. A summary of the manuscript is provided, followed by the 
statement of authorship and manuscript 1.  
 
2.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure B: Graphical abstract of manuscript 1 
 
Context:  
• Arguments have been made that current estimates of CA adoption are misleading and have 
limited validity due to: 1] weak methodologies; 2] definitional diversity on both CA and CA 
adoption; and 3] binary assessment frameworks.  
• There is a need for new methodologies to estimate the uptake of CA by African smallholder 
farmers. 
Research objectives:  
• To address the identified methodological void through the proposal and implementation of 
a more nuanced analysis of the types and intensities of CA utilisation. 
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Methods: 
• Three novel interrelated frameworks are proposed to understand the types (CA 
nomenclature), intensities (CAAF) and stages (PAUF) of CA utilisation. 
• These frameworks are applied to large household survey datasets conducted in five African 
countries in 2010. 
Findings: 
• Utilisation of CA and CA components is limited in across all studied countries.  
• Other studies appear to overestimate utilisation and are potentially misleading, though 
comparisons are difficult due to ambiguity over their classification structure.  
• Two key research questions are identified for further qualitative exploration: 1] why are 
farmers not obtaining information on CA components?; and 2] once exposed to CA, why 
are farmers not preferencing their resource allocation decisions towards total utilisation of 
CA?  
Implications:  
• Additional meaning is gained through the use of the PAUF and CAAF which highlight the 
need for stronger classification frameworks to understand utilisation and greater emphasis 
on understanding the mechanisms determining farmer’s access to information resources 
and resource allocation decision making.  
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Chapter Three: The Status of Minimum Tillage Utilisation in 2013 
The Status of Minimum Tillage Utilisation in 2013 
Chapter 3 contains the second manuscript of this thesis which explores the utilisation of 
minimum tillage by African smallholder farmers from 2010 to 2015. A summary of the 
manuscript is provided, followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 2.  
3.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure C: Graphical abstract of manuscript 2 
Context:  
• Estimating the uptake of minimum tillage remains subject to scrutiny due to current 
methods implemented. By moving beyond binary estimates of adoption, greater 
understanding of the uptake of agricultural practices can be achieved.  
Research objectives: 
• To quantify the utilisation of minimum tillage by smallholder farmers across four African 
countries and three time periods 
Methods:  
• The PAUF is applied to large household datasets from 2010, 2013 and 2015 collected in four 
countries to understand the status of Minimum tillage uptake.  
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Findings:  
• Both minimum tillage adoption and total utilisation were found to be limited in 2010, with 
growing uptake in 2013 and 2015, particularly in Tanzania and Kenya.   
• There are two varying uptake pathways, with Tanzania having substantial total utilisation 
while the other three countries containing mainly semi-utilisation and/or trial utilisations.  
• For non-utilisation, there were persistent informational constraints leading to limited 
exposure in all countries.  
• Limited uptake was further compounded by the high incidence of negative evaluation once 
farmers learn about MT.  
Implications:  
• Noting the limited proportion of farmers interested in or trialling MT, there is a need to 
further explore the mechanisms for extension dissemination if MT is to be more widely 
implemented.  
• Overall, our study demonstrates the benefits of moving beyond binary classification of 
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3.3 Manuscript 2 
Beyond adoption for a more nuanced understanding of the 
uptake of minimum tillage in Eastern Africa 
Brendan Brown*a, b, Ian Nuberg a, Rick Llewellyn b 
a - School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, the University of Adelaide, Australia 
b – CSIRO Agriculture and Food, Adelaide, Australia 
*Corresponding author: (Brendan.brown@outlook.com) 
Under Review: Outlook on Agriculture (OAG-18-0031) 
 
Abstract:  
Minimum tillage (MT) production systems are seen as an integral part of the sustainable 
intensification of African smallholder agriculture, in particular due to the recognition of a 
reduction of tillage events as a primary opportunity to address soil degradation concerns. 
Despite major investment, recent rigorous cross-country analyses of the uptake of MT in Africa 
are scarce. In applying the Process of Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF) to datasets 
across four countries (Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Malawi) and three time periods (2010, 
2013 and 2015) totalling 54,736 plot observations, we provide a more nuanced and granular 
understanding of the status of MT uptake than the common binary classifications of adoption. 
We find growing momentum in the uptake of MT in all countries, but particularly in Tanzania 
and Kenya. We also find two varying uptake pathways, with Tanzania having substantial total 
utilisation while the other three countries containing mainly semi-utilisation and/or trial 
utilisations. In analysing the determinants of non-utilisation, we find persistent informational 
constraints leading to limited exposure. Limited uptake is further compounded by the high 
incidence of negative evaluation once farmers learn about MT. Noting the limited proportion 
of farmers interested in or trialling MT, there is a need to further explore the mechanisms for 
extension dissemination if MT is to be more widely implemented. Overall, our study 
demonstrates the benefits of moving beyond binary classification of adoption and towards a 
deeper understanding of pathways to sustainably intensify African smallholder agriculture. 
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Minimum tillage; Africa; Technology adoption; Sustainable Intensification; Adoption Gap; 
Conservation Agriculture. 
Background 
Feeding a growing and more demanding global population within a more variable climate and 
with reduced externalities is one of the most urgent challenges of the 21st century (Pittelkow 
et al., 2015; Tilman et al., 2011). This is particularly true in sub-Saharan Africa where 
smallholder farmers are facing fast declines in soil fertility which threaten both the productivity 
and sustainability of agricultural production (Sanchez, 2002; Vanlauwe and Giller, 2006). With 
a growing movement to balance short term productivity and profitability with longer term 
sustainability, a shift to production systems that reduce tillage events associated with 
agricultural production (i.e. whereby soil disturbance is minimised in the preparation and 
management of agricultural lands) has been one method strongly promoted globally. 
Across Australia and the Americas (and in some limited cases in Asia), farmers have embraced 
minimum tillage (MT) production systems, driven primarily by the profitability in substitution 
of tillage activities with herbicides and the ability to implement more timely planting operations  
(Brown et al 2017c). The agronomic and environmental benefits of these reduced tillage 
systems have also been variously documented in the literature (e.g. Hobbs, 2007; Kuntashula 
et al., 2014; Ngoma et al., 2015; Thierfelder et al., 2016). In a meta-analysis of the effects of 
tillage, Busari et al (2015) found tillage systems (in comparison to production systems that 
limited tillage) negatively impacted soil physical, chemical and biological processes, were less 
adaptable in more variable climates, and increased the impact of agricultural activities on the 
environment in nearly all cases studied.  
Throughout the last three decades, minimum tillage production systems have strongly 
promoted throughout sub-Saharan Africa (Giller et al 2009), followed by claims of substantial 
uptake amongst smallholder farmers. For example, Kassam et al. (2015) asserted that adoption 
of conservation agriculture (CA), of which MT is a core component, expanded by over 150% in 
sub-Saharan Africa between 2008/9 and 2013. Whilst not fully documented, eastern Africa was 
identified as region of substantial growth, and many development programs have asserted MT 
as a success story in the sustainable intensification of African farming systems (see overviews 
by Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; Giller et al., 2009).  
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However, uptake has remained difficult to quantify and the methods used to report and 
monitor adoption have come under increasing scrutiny, resulting in questions of their validity 
(Andersson and Giller, 2012; Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; Giller et al., 2015; Giller et al., 
2009). Many estimations of adoption continue to be based on personal estimates and 
observations from government ministries, farmer organisations, promoting organisations and 
/or well-informed individuals. Such sources are difficult to independently validate or compare 
between studies and have the potential for accusations of bias (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; 
Giller et al., 2009).  
Likewise, the use of assessment frameworks that define adoption as a binary outcome (i.e. 
adoption vs non-adoption) are common within the literature. Such frameworks provide limited 
insight and conclusions regarding the types of adoption or non-adoption that may occur, 
including modification and partial implementation, intensity of implementation, incentivised 
implementation and determinants of non-implementation (Brown et al., 2017b). There is also 
a lack of recent estimates of uptake, with the MT adoption estimates currently available often 
confounded by varying combinations and definitions of CA (which apart from MT also includes 
legume rotations and stover retention). Overall, estimates of MT adoption are highly contested 
and lack comparability across studies, locations and time periods (Andersson and D'Souza, 
2014; Giller et al., 2009). 
This study aims to provide an updated and more nuanced analysis of the status of MT across 
eastern Africa. We approach this through a movement beyond binary classification of 
‘adoption’ to the broader ‘utilisation’ approach proposed in Brown et al. (2017b) known as the 
Process of Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF). The PAUF is based on classification of 
uptake as a process from learning to evaluating to various types of implementation. We apply 
this to household survey data from across four countries (Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and 
Malawi) and three time periods (2010, 2013 and 2015), consisting of 54,736 plot observations. 
These countries were chosen to provide a wider regional lens of understanding in eastern 
Africa, while that standardisation of definition and approach provides unique cross-country 
insights. In doing so, we provide an in-depth assessment of both the current status of MT 
uptake, and trends over a five year period. This provides greater clarity on the nuanced status 
of MT utilisation across eastern Africa and offers insights into future expectations and pathways 
to sustainably intensify African agriculture through MT production systems.  
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Dataset Utilisation  
The datasets used in this study are derived from farm household surveys conducted in Ethiopia, 
Kenya, Tanzania and Malawi in 2010, 2013 and 2015.  In total there are 54,736 plot 
observations (Table 1). The surveys were developed and led by the International Maize and 
Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) and implemented by the national agricultural research 
services of each of the partner countries. The purpose of these surveys was to investigate the 
broader theme of sustainable intensification. A multi-stage sampling procedure was employed, 
with purposeful selection of districts based on the importance of maize-based farming systems 
to farmer livelihoods. Villages and households within these districts were then randomly 
selected with probability proportional to size. The representativeness and coverage of districts 
is given in Table 1. Whilst the surveys were mainly conducted in locations with ongoing CIMMYT 
promotional activities regarding CA, the methodology was applied such that it was 
representative of the community and not influenced by the activities present in the districts. In 
the case of Kenya and Tanzania, the survey datasets are not regionally or nationally 
representative, but can be used to understand the uptake of MT practices within maize 
dominant areas, a focus of development activities for implementing agencies. All datasets used 
in this study are freely accessible on the CIMMYT data repository (http://data.cimmyt.org).  
Table 1: Descriptive information and source of data utilised in this study. Note that while no dataset is 
available for Malawi for 2015, Malawi has been included in this study as it is often cited as an 
example of strong minimum tillage adoption.  
Country Year Farmers Plots Hectares Focus Districts Dataset 
Ethiopia 
2010 2,821 15,468 6,362 Nationally representative 
across 35 districts 
Marenya et al. (2016a) 
2013 2,279 11,640 4,102 Marenya et al. (2016e) 
2015 793 3,501 1,532 
Shalla, Gubuesyo, Dugda, 
Adami Tulu, Bako Tibe, 
Meskan, Hawasa Zurya, 
Mesrak Badawacho, Pawe 
Marenya et al. (2017a) 
Kenya 
2010 610 2,841 921 
Bungoma, Siaya, Embu, Imenti 
South, Meru South 
Marenya et al. (2016b) 
2013 526 3,715 960 Marenya et al. (2016f) 
2015 479 2,446 947 Marenya et al. (2017b) 
Tanzania 
2010 701 1,591 1,246 
Karatu, Mbulu, Mvomero, 
Kilosa 
Marenya et al. (2016c) 
2013 526 1,160 975 Marenya et al. (2016g) 
2015 579 1,223 1015 Marenya et al. (2017c) 
Malawi 
2010 1,917 6,041 2,454 Representative of central and 
southern regions of Malawi 
across 15 districts 
Marenya et al. (2016d) 
2013 1,591 5,113 2,140 Marenya et al. (2016h) 
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Methodological application  
Reduced tillage production systems encompass a broad range of practices. Within this study, 
we define MT as farmer identification of: 1] a plot prepared with one or fewer tillage events; 
and 2] tillage events occurring in a strategic manner whereby soil disturbance is limited to only 
the planting area. These tillage events may be via tractor, draught power or hand hoe.  
This study applies a multi-stage, non-binary framework to classify the type of MT utilisation 
(and non-utilisation) by farmers. This is achieved through the application of the PAUF proposed 
in Brown et al. (2017b). The PAUF disaggregated the adoption process into ten stages, viz: 
exposure (i.e. 1] awareness and 2] familiarity); non-trial assessment (i.e. 3] interest and 4] 
disinterest); trial assessment (i.e. 5] subsidised trial and 6] non-subsidised trial); and various 
utilisations, either negative (i.e. 7] disadoption) or positive (i.e. 8] modification; 9] semi-spatial 
utilisation; and 10] total utilisation).  
The PAUF has been applied to the dataset via the classification structure given in Figure 1. Each 
plot was classified into one of five categories according to tillage activities, viz: 1] disadoption; 
2] non-use; 3] subsidised trial; 4] own trial; or 5] full. These plot level results were then 
aggregated by farmers, with each farmer being classified into one of nine categories as per the 
PAUF. Note that modified use was excluded due to the definition of MT applied in this study.  
 
Figure 1: Classification structure applied to the dataset  
Estimating Adoption 
Under binary measures of adoption at the farmer level (i.e. where any farmer with a MT 
implemented plot is classed an adopter), the uptake of MT practices were minimal in 2010 
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(Ethiopia: 1%; Kenya: 3%; Tanzania: 14% and Malawi: 3%). Some growth occurred across all 
four countries in 2013 (Ethiopia: 3%; Kenya: 15%; Tanzania: 27% and Malawi: 5%), with more 
substantial growth evident in the 2015 period (Ethiopia: 6%; Kenya: 36%; Tanzania: 64%). While 
all countries showed increasing uptake of MT over each period, Tanzania had the highest 
estimated adoption of MT in all time periods, followed by Kenya, Malawi and Ethiopia.   
Comparisons of our results with other countries are complicated by the ambiguity in definitions 
applied, particularly between MT and CA, which is symptomatic of the broader literature on 
MT and CA adoption in Africa (Brown et al., 2017b), as well as a lack of peer-reviewed estimates 
of MT adoption since 2011 in the studied countries.  For example, Kassie et al. (2015) estimated 
substantially greater adoption using the same datasets as this study at 30% in Ethiopia, 39% in 
Kenya, 17% in Tanzania and 35% in Malawi in 2010. However, the definition applied in that 
study encompassed MT with mulching and it is not clear how modified application at sub-
optimal levels was interpreted within their binary classification. We do find some similarities 
with the estimates by Ngwira et al. (2014) in Malawi in 2009-10, who estimated adoption rates 
(of CA) of 27% and 41% in three districts of Malawi (Dowa, Nkhotakota and Salima), but below 
2.5% in another three districts (Balaka, Machinga and Zomba), with our estimates consistent 
with the latter districts. The estimates of Ndiritu et al. (2014) in Kenya (4.5%) and Kahimba et 
al. (2014) in Tanzania (23.7% in Arusha region) are also broadly consistent with our results.  
Understanding Utilisation  
In applying the PAUF breakdown we attempt to gain a more granular understanding of the 
uptake of MT. Firstly, we disaggregate ‘adoption’ into four categories (total utiliser, semi 
utiliser, subsidised trial user and non-subsidised trial user). Along with our binary estimates of 
adoption, the breakdowns of utilisation for each country are given in Figure 2.  
  




(a) Ethiopia (b) Kenya 
  
(c) Tanzania (d) Malawi 
  
Figure 2: The types of utilisation of minimum tillage across four countries from 2010 to 2015.  
In doing this, we find two distinct patterns of uptake: 1] the strong uptake and proportional 
dominance of total utilisation in Tanzania, and 2] the lesser uptake and limited proportion of 
total utilisation in Ethiopia, Kenya and Malawi. This finding is novel, in that Malawi has 
traditionally been associated, alongside eastern Zambia, as an example of strong uptake of CA 
(and by extension MT systems) in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Kassam et al 2015). Noting this, there 
has been limited focus on Tanzania from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives within 
the literature. For example, there have been some in-depth qualitative investigations of MT/CA 
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production systems in eastern and southern Africa (e.g. Brown et al 2017a, 2018a), but these 
studies do not include Tanzania and there remains a gap in understanding of the drivers of MT 
uptake, both in terms of binary adoption and total utilisation, in Tanzania (or specifically in the 
districts of Karatu, Mbulu, Mvomero, Kilosa). Clearly, the success of MT in Tanzania is one area 
that warrants greater attention within the literature.  
In Ethiopia, Kenya and Malawi, semi-utilisation of MT is proportionally dominant, which 
confirms the well-known realities regarding MT utilisation in resource-limited contexts where 
economic, social, political or institutional enabling environments may not exist (Baudron et al., 
2007; Brown et al., 2017b; Giller et al., 2009; Gowing and Palmer, 2008; Pannell et al., 2014; 
Brown et al 2018a).  The comparatively large proportion of subsidised trial farmers in Malawi 
also highlights the importance of NGOs and government supported programs in the promotion 
of MT and CA systems. Such findings highlight the importance of disaggregating the types of 
utilisation to ensure that the complex picture of uptake is obtained, and further points to the 
need to understand if and how farmers are intensifying their MT activities over time. However, 
this will require panel data to assess and track implementation patterns, of which there are no 
known datasets.   
Understanding Non-Utilisation  
Applying the PAUF, we disaggregate non-utilisation into five categories (unawareness, 
unfamiliarity, interest, disinterest and disadoption. Note that due to differences in the datasets, 
non-exposure is classified as the aggregate of unawareness and unfamiliarity in the 2010 
datasets, and the rate on non-exposure is represented as an orange line to aid in comparison. 
These results are provided in Figure 3. Important patterns emerge in relation to why farmers 
do not implement MT activities. In particular, three key trends are present in all four studied 
countries: 1] issues with farmers gaining exposure to MT; 2] negative evaluation of MT as a 
common outcome to exposure; and 3] constraint in advancing from interest to higher 
utilisations of MT.  
  





(a) Ethiopia (b) Kenya 
  
(c) Tanzania (d) Malawi 
  
Figure 3: The types of non-utilisation of minimum tillage across four countries from 2010 to 2015. 
Note that disadoption data was not available in 2015.  
Information constraints and limited exposure  
In all countries, information constraints (i.e. unawareness and unfamiliarity) were substantial 
contributors to non-uptake of CA, estimated at above 50% of the population in eight of the 
eleven cases. In all such cases except for Kenya in 2015, non-exposure was the dominant reason 
for non-utilisation. While there was some progress in reducing exposure gaps in the 2015 
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informational constraints. These findings are consistent with those of Ngwira et al. (2014) that 
a lack of information explains the majority of non-adoption of CA in Malawi, and more broadly 
with those of Simtowe (2011) and Diagne (2009) who found information gaps to be a significant 
factor in the adoption of improved varieties in eastern and southern Africa.  
Such results are particularly concerning given the presence of MT within African research 
systems for more than five decades (Wall, 2007) and the considerable institutional support 
provided through development programs (see Giller et al., 2009). These results highlight that 
obtaining agricultural information remains a central and ongoing constraint to the 
improvement of African smallholder farmer livelihoods (Ferris and Robbins, 2004; Ozowa, 
1995). While this is likely to be strongly influenced by the perennial underfunding of extension 
systems in sub-Saharan Africa (Akroyd and Smith, 2007), the results also justify calls for greater 
investigation of the effectiveness of current agricultural extension mechanisms (e.g. Brown et 
al 2018b; 2018c; 2017a; Wellard et al., 2013).  
Substantial negative evaluation as an outcome of exposure  
Negative evaluation (i.e. disinterest or disadoption) was a substantial contributor to the limited 
implementation of CA in each country, but particularly so in Kenya and Ethiopia. In terms of the 
outcomes of exposure to CA, more than 65% of farmers in each period in Ethiopia and Malawi 
negatively evaluated MT once information was obtained, and this trend was also evident in 
Kenya (more than 40% and up to 69% of exposed farmers negatively evaluated). This was the 
lowest in Tanzania in 2015, with only 16% of exposed farmers negatively evaluating.  
While disadoption data was not available in 2015, there were some concerning trends 
regarding disadoption present in both 2010 and 2013. When expressed as a proportion of 
farmers who had ever used MT, disadoption accounted for up to 71% of farmers (in Malawi in 
2010). In only one case (Tanzania in 2010) was the conversion of users to disadopters less than 
20%. This highlights that a substantial proportion of farmers who have used MT systems had 
disadopted. This substantial rate of disadoption has largely been overlooked in the literature 
due to a focus on achieving ‘adoption’ and highlights that the assumption that once farmers 
implement MT (and CA) systems they will continue to do so appears to be flawed (Brown et al 
2017a).  
These issues clearly highlight constraints with the feasibility and relevance of MT to African 
smallholder farmers. Common issues identified such as low expected benefit (Kathage et al., 
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2015), resource availability (Baudron et al., 2014; Foster and Rosenzweig, 2010; Grabowski et 
al., 2016), institutional arrangements (Rockstrom et al., 2003) or personal preference (Lalani et 
al., 2016; Van Hulst and Posthumus, 2016) are likely explanations of our results, reflecting an 
overall lack of applicability of MT to local contexts (Giller et al., 2009).  
Limited likely advancement towards more intensive utilisation  
Impending uptake of a technology is likely to occur where a substantial proportion of the 
population is classified as interested. However, our results highlight limited interest in MT 
within the surveyed communities, with only one of 11 cases returning greater than 5% interest 
in MT. The limited likelihood of large short term increases in MT implementation is further 
compounded by the limited proportion of unsubsidised trial farmers, the next logical utilisers, 
which represented above 1.5% of the population in only one case. As an aggregate, farmers 
with positive intent to implement (i.e. trial farmers and those interested in MT) were only once 
recorded at above 10% of the population and in the majority of cases was below 5%.  
Such results may further indicate a lack of financial relevance of MT due to the costs involved 
(e.g. herbicides, equipment), and hence the continuation by trial farmers facilitated by long 
term subsidisation that may be considered as pseudo-adoption (Kiptot et al., 2007). This may 
reflect the development project context in which MT is promoted, in which incentives are 
provided in the form of subsidised or free fertilisers, seeds, herbicides, or artificial market 
opportunities (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; Mloza-Banda and Nanthambwe, 2010). In both 
cases, if the constraints are not resolved farmers are likely to negatively evaluate MT (Brown et 
al., 2017a).  
Implications  
This paper addresses three aims. Firstly, it provides an update to the uptake of MT in eastern 
Africa, noting the lack of recent MT adoption estimates. Secondly, it provides insights into the 
changes in MT uptake over time. In doing this, an upward trend in the uptake of MT was found 
in all studied countries from 2010 to 2015 (the most recent estimates available in the studies 
countries according the authors’ awareness). Thirdly, this paper provides a more nuanced and 
granular understanding of the utilisation of MT through the implementation of the PAUF. In 
doing this, we find a need to investigate why Tanzania has achieved substantially more uptake 
of MT than the remaining three studies countries. We quantitatively confirm the importance 
of semi-utilisation in Ethiopia, Kenya and Malawi, which provide evidence of the stepwise 
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pathways that farmers are applying in implementing practice change regarding MT. In exploring 
non-utilisation, we find the substantial importance of informational gaps, as well as the 
dominance of negative evaluation. These two key issues will need to be addressed to increase 
the currently limited interest in MT, which in turn limits the likely uptake of MT in the studied 
communities. This paper should hence be viewed as a step towards a more nuanced 
understanding of farmer uptake of MT and, by extension, of CA. The next steps include the 
analysis of panel data and the leverage of such data to understand the characteristics of 
different typologies of farmers according to the PAUF.  
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Section C: The ‘W hy’ of CA Utilisation 
The ‘Why’ of CA Utilisation 
 
 
Section B found CA to be limited in utilisation, reflecting two key themes: 1] informational 
resource constraints (as evidenced by substantial levels of non-exposure to CA); and 2] 
potential incompatibility between CA and the African smallholder context (as evidenced by 
substantial negative evaluation, issues with farmer progression beyond positive intent and 
utilisation of CA tending to be at low intensity due to modified and semi utilisations). Section C 
qualitatively explores with key stakeholders the determinants of these two themes, and in 
doing so addresses the second research objective. To do this, the third theoretical framework 
is proposed, the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA). The origins of the LPA as well as the 
methodology for dataset collection and analysis are provided in Chapter 4.  
Each Chapter of section C explores the perspectives of various subsets of local African 
communities using semi-structured interviews with farmers (See appendix A1) and non-farmer 
stakeholders (See appendix A2). Chapters 4 to 7 explore the perspectives of farmers, specifically 
farmers negatively evaluating CA (Chapter 4), farmers positively evaluating and are now 
utilising CA (Chapter 5), farmers currently evaluating CA (Chapter 6), and farmers remaining 
unexposed to CA (Chapter 7). Chapters 8 to 10 then explores non-farmer perspectives, 
specifically extension services (Chapter 8), community leaders (Chapter 9) and local researchers 
(Chapter 10). The results of this are visualised in Appendix A4 (for informational constraints) 
and Appendix A5 (for implementation constraints). In doing this, Section C provides an 
explanation for the trends identified in Section B and the basis for exploration of the pathways 
to intensify CA utilisation in Section D.   
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Chapter Four: Perspective from Farmers Negatively Evaluating CA
Perspective from Farmers Negatively Evaluating CA 
Chapter 4 contains the third manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the negative 
evaluation of CA by African smallholder farmers. A summary of the manuscript is provided, 
followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 3.  
4.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure D: Graphical abstract for manuscript 3. 
Context:  
• Despite decades of CA promotion, CA remains limited in its utilisation by African smallholder 
farmers. This partly reflects substantial negative evaluation of CA.  
• While a substantial body of literature econometrically identifies the household 
characteristics that correlate with adoption, there is a need for a deeper qualitative 
exploration of the farmer decision making process and perspectives from farmers who 
themselves have negatively evaluated CA.  




• To understand why farmers negatively evaluate CA; and 
• To identify leverage points to foster positive evaluation and greater progression of farmers 
towards more intensive CA utilisations.  
Methods:  
• The Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA) is proposed as a structured framework for 
qualitative investigation of farmer decision making.  
• Using the LPA, semi-structured interviews with 35 farmers who have negatively evaluated 
CA, both in terms of pre-use disinterest and post use disadoption are analysed to 
understand their resource allocation decision making.  
Findings:  
• Whilst there were some issues with perceived benefit and relevance of CA utilisation, the 
primary driver of negative evaluation was found to be feasibility constraints.  
• The common narrative was that CA was perceived to require greater resources for 
implementation (in terms of physical, financial, human and informational resources), yet 
farmers did not hold such resources, nor could they obtain supplementary resources at the 
community platform. This often reflected institutional issues.  
Implications:  
• Current interventions targeting household resources appear unlikely to facilitate greater 
positive evaluation of CA due to overarching community and institutional contexts.  
• Instead, there is instead a need for: 1] development of financially viable adoption pathways; 
2] integration of wider livelihood objectives; 3] revision of extension policy; and 4] 
development of policies complementary to CA utilisation. 
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4.3 Manuscript 3 
4.3 Manuscript
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Chapter Five: Perspective from Farmers Positively Evaluating CA
Perspective from Farmers Positively Evaluating CA 
Chapter 5 contains the fifth manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the positive 
evaluation of CA by African smallholder farmers. A summary of the manuscript is provided, 
followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 4.  
5.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure E: Graphical abstract for manuscript 4. 
 
Context:  
• Incomplete utilisation of CA is not well understood because various types of utilisation tend 
to be aggregated together as singular adoption, overlooking the dominance and 
determinants of modified and semi-spatial utilisations.  
• Farmer perspectives and contextualisation of farmer decision making are largely absent 
from the CA adoption literature and there has been only limited qualitative exploration of 
why some farmers implement CA systems while others do not.  
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Research objectives: 
• To explore with positively utilising farmers what they require to intensity their CA activities; 
and  
• To understand the broader context of CA utilisation within communities and why CA has 
been limited in overall utilisation.  
Methods:  
• Semi-structured interviews with 57 smallholder farmers currently utilising CA (in either 
modified, semi or total forms) are analysed to understand the positive evaluation of CA.  
• The Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA) is applied. 
Findings:  
• CA is perceived as highly beneficial, but this is strongly linked to increased input usage 
(especially herbicides).  
• Intensifying CA activities was constrained due to community and institutional issues, 
mainly: stover resources and security; the functionality of input markets; financial viability; 
the types and amounts of labour required; and access to high quality information on CA.  
• Overall, CA was perceived to require greater engagement with the community platform, 
yet the community platform often was often not perceived as able to supply the required 
resources to implement CA.  
Implications:  
• The current assumed adoption pathway is based on area expansion of CA in complete form 
over time, but is likely to have only limited success due to various issues mainly at the 
community and institutional platforms that such a pathway does not address.  
• A more nuanced approach is proposed that focuses on adaptation of CA to farmer contexts, 
as opposed to the current adaptation of contexts to CA through subsidisation.  
• This involves a reframing of CA principles and a focus on transitional pathways that 
periodically increase the intensity of CA use towards an ultimate objective of total CA 
utilisation.   
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Chapter Six: Perspective from Farmers Currently Evaluating CA
Perspective from Farmers Currently Evaluating CA 
Chapter 5 contains the fourth manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the ongoing 
evaluation of CA by African smallholder farmers. A summary of the manuscript is provided, 
followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 5.  
6.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure F: Graphical abstract for manuscript 5. 
Context:  
• CA is an integral component to the sustainable intensification of African smallholder 
agriculture, yet there is limited understanding of the process farmers apply in evaluating it 
for their purposes.  
• The decision mechanism for farmer evaluation of CA and the utilisation pathways to enable 
farmers to move to positive evaluation and increased intensity of CA utilisation are poorly 
understood due to a tendency for evaluating farmers to be considered adopters.  




• To explore with evaluating farmers their decision making process regarding CA; and  
• To explore what is required for evaluating farmers to progress to positive evaluation and 
more intensive CA utilisation.  
Methods:  
• Semi-structured interviews with 58 smallholder farmers currently evaluating CA but yet to 
progress in their utilisation (either: interested but yet to apply CA; subsidised lead farmers 
who are yet to progress to greater use; or farmers who are conducting experiments on CA 
on a limited area to evaluate it for their purposes). 
• Application of the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA).  
Findings:  
• Respondents had obtained substantial experience with CA, but were yet to expand their 
activities. This reflected limitations with the perceived benefit, feasibility and relevance of 
CA. 
• There were three overarching themes that drove these limitations: 1] limited financial 
viability; 2] a lack of stover resources and security of stover resources; and 3] constrained 
informational resources held to evaluate CA.  
Implications:  
• To progress farmers to greater intensity of CA use, a broader focus beyond the plot level is 
required, particularly in addressing issues at the community and institutional platforms.  
• This will involve a refocus on the pathways to CA utilisation through progressive and 
incremental use of inputs and growth in interaction with, and trust of, the community 
platform.  
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Chapter Seven: Perspective from Farmers Yet To Evaluate CA
Perspective from Farmers Yet To Evaluate CA 
Chapter 7 contains the sixth manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the lack of 
evaluation of CA by African smallholder farmers yet to obtain information on CA. A summary of 
the manuscript is provided, followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 6.  
7.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure G: Graphical abstract for manuscript 6. 
Context:  
• Despite more than five decades of CA in Africa, informational gaps persist leading to limited 
utilisation of CA within African smallholder communities.  
• Whilst some studies have quantified substantial information gaps, few have qualitatively 
explored with farmers why they exist.  
• Understanding informational gaps is limited by a tendency to assume that informational 
exposure has occurred and non-utilisation of a practice reflects negative evaluation.  
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Research objective:  
• To understand why substantial information gaps exist in African smallholder communities; 
and 
• To identify leverage points to reduce agricultural information gaps.  
Methods:  
•  Semi-structured interviews with 29 farmers who have not obtained information of CA 
across six countries.  
• Application of the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA).  
Findings:  
• Non-exposed farmers were curious to learn about CA, but perceive issues with the access 
to and availability of informational resources from the community platform.  
• Access mechanisms are perceived as non-functional, with frustration expressed regarding 
exclusivity and assertions that such mechanisms were driving inequality and conflict within 
communities.  
• These issues were underscored by an underlying passivity for information searching and an 
expectation of resource provision to facilitate CA utilisation.  
Implications:  
• A disconnect exists between the theory and practice of farmer-to-farmer extension 
mechanisms in their current form.  
• Farmers are yet to adapt to demand driven extension systems, meaning that there is a need 
for farmer education on the extension mechanisms themselves.  
• Farmers are demanding more inclusive extension mechanisms, which will require greater 
coverage of and funding for extension service providers.  
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Chapter Eight: Perspective from Extension Service Providers 
Perspective from Extension Service Providers 
Chapter 8 contains the seventh manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the 
perspectives of agricultural extension service providers on CA utilisation by smallholder 
farmers. A summary of the manuscript is provided, followed by the statement of authorship 
and manuscript 7.  
8.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure H: Graphical abstract for manuscript 7. 
 
Context:  
• CA is a complex and knowledge intensive production systems, making extension services 
critical to enabling utilisation by smallholder farmers.  
• The perspectives of those providing extension services are limited in the literature, despite 
their importance in facilitating utilisation. 
 




• To explore the commonalities exist across communities that culminate in limited intensity 
of CA activities by non-mechanised smallholder farmers across eastern and southern Africa; 
and  
• To understand what is required to enable extension systems to facilitate wider 
dissemination and drive farmers towards greater intensity of utilisation of CA by 
smallholder farmers.  
Methods:  
• Semi-structured interviews with 76 extension service providers across six countries.  
• Application of the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA).  
Findings:  
• The limited intensity of utilisation of CA generally reflects broader issues with the 
transitioning of farmers from subsistence to market oriented production systems.  
• Farmers tended to have limited interaction with the community platform, yet CA requires 
greater reliance on community resources and enabling institutional environments.  
• Many of the constraints to CA utilisation reflect a lack of participatory adaptation of CA to 
local contexts (especially regarding stover resources and security, functionality of input 
systems, financial viability and the undesirability or unavailability of labour).  
• This reflects the continued use of top-down extension mechanisms that have focused on 
adaptation of context to technology through subsidies, which has led to a culture of 
financial dependency and limited effectiveness of current extension mechanisms.  
Implications:  
• To enable farmer intensification of CA utilisation and sustainable intensification of African 
smallholder systems more generally, there is a need for: 1] review of the policy context for 
CA to provide a mandate and funding for CA promotion (i.e. enabling environment); and 2] 
a more flexible and participatory approach to CA adaptation through a more pragmatic 
framing of CA within a systems context (i.e. flexibility).  
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Chapter Nine: Perspective from Community Leaders 
Perspective from Community Leaders 
Chapter 9 contains the eighth manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the 
perspectives of community leaders on the utilisation of CA by smallholder farmers. A summary 
of the manuscript is provided, followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 8.  
9.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure I: Graphical abstract for manuscript 8. 
 
Context:  
• Enabling the utilisation of improved agricultural practices will require substantial 
community participation to ensure the practices are beneficial, feasible and relevant.  
• Current discourse on CA tends to focus on plot level biophysical benefits, yet there is a need 
for broader exploration of the fit of CA into the wider livelihood contexts of farmers.  
 
 




• To explore for the perspectives of community leaders to understand how CA fits within the 
wants, needs and capacities of smallholder farmers in their communities.  
Methods:  
• Semi-structured interviews with 47 community leaders across six countries.  
• Application of the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA).  
Findings:  
• While there were strong perceptions of perceived benefit in implementing CA, CA was not 
a preferenced practice because it was perceived to be neither feasible nor relevant to 
community members.  
• There were three key themes that limited the fit of CA for potential utilisation: 1] a 
reluctance for farmers to engage with the community platform; 2] non-functional 
informational exchange mechanisms; and 3] limited participation in the adaptation of CA 
to local contexts.  
Implications:  
• If CA is to be widely utilised as part of the sustainable intensification of African smallholder 
systems, there is a clear need for participatory engagement with community perspectives 
to ensure CA is feasible and relevant.  
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Chapter Ten: Perspective from Local Resear chers 
Perspective from Local Researchers  
Chapter 10 contains the ninth manuscript of this thesis which qualitatively explores the 
perspectives of local researchers on the utilisation of CA by smallholder farmers. A summary of 
the manuscript is provided, followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 9.  
10.1 Manuscript Summary  
Context: 
• CA is a complex farming system requiring substantial adaptation to facilitate utilisation by 
African smallholder farmers.  
• Limited utilisation of CA raises questions regarding the functionality of current research 
systems which is yet to be explored with local researchers.  
Research objectives: 
• To explore the capacity for local research systems in Africa to recognise constraints to 
smallholder utilisation of CA and adapt CA to those constraints.  
Methods:  
• Qualitative exploration with 28 locally-based agricultural researchers across six countries. 
• Application of the Livelihood Platforms Approach (LPA).  
Findings:  
• Respondents identified constraints with the benefit, feasibility and relevance of CA 
implementation, and limited adaptation of CA to these constraints.  
• This was not a reflection of ignorance to the smallholder context, but substantial limitations 
in the research, extension and policy institutional contexts.  
• These limitations reflected the assumed adoption pathway for CA through complete three 
factor implementation does not recognise the importance of local modifications.  
• Research systems were perceived to be top down and lacking participatory engagement 
with communities. This reflected limited ability to interact with farmers through current 
extension mechanisms that had limited trust with and coverage of local communities. 
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Further compounding this was issues with policies to enable CA utilisation and adaptation 
because researchers perceived limited mandate to promote CA.   
Implications:  
• While a persistent philosophical belief in top down research mechanisms cannot be 
discounted, we find that a lack of participatory research and extension most likely reflects 
limited financial, human and social capital to implement more participatory approaches. 
Without addressing this, successful widespread adoption of complex farming systems 
change appears unlikely.   
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Section D: The ‘How’ of CA Utilisation 




















Building on the findings of Section B (the ‘what’ of CA) and Section C (the ‘why’ of CA), this 
section compares these findings with the contexts of other regions that are identified as 
successful implementers of CA. In doing so, it addresses the third research objective.   
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Chapter Eleven: E xpectations for CA Utilisation in Africa 
Expectations for CA Utilisation in Africa 
Chapter 11 contains the tenth manuscript of this thesis which compares the utilisation of CA 
across several regions globally to the African context. A summary of the manuscript is provided, 
followed by the statement of authorship and manuscript 10.  
11.1 Manuscript Summary  
 
 
Figure J: Graphical abstract for manuscript 10. 
Context:  
• There has been limited utilisation of CA by African smallholder farmers despite similar 
periods of introduction as other regions. 
Research objective:  
• To explore the types of CA utilisation that occur globally to re-evaluate the expectation for 
CA utilisation in Africa; and  
• To explore the patterns for utilisation of CA globally to re-evaluate the expectation for CA 
utilisation in Africa. 
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Methods:  
• Review of adoption in various regions of CA utilisation, and comparison with the African 
situation.  
• Application of the standardised CA nomenclature with the CAAF and the LPA.  
Findings:  
• It is rare to have the simultaneous implementation of all three CA principles in any studied 
region, and hence it should not be expected to occur in the African context.  
• Common requirements for the wider utilisation of CA that have occurred elsewhere but are 
absent in the African context were found to be: 1] strong perceptions of benefit; 2] financial 
stimulation of households; 3] functional resource exchange mechanisms; 4] development 
of social capital to enable adaptation; and 5] collaboration of farmer organisations with 
stakeholders to create an enabling environment  
Implications:  
• To enable the sustainable intensification of African smallholder agriculture, there is a need 
for: 1] development of financial incentives to engage farmers in market orientation and 
crop intensification; 2] development of strong social capital to enable adaptation; and 3] 
lower expectation on types of CA and period for change to occur.  
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This section provides a summary of the findings and how they address the three research 
themes. The implications, significance and limitations are then discussed, followed by 
suggestions for further research direction.   
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Chapter Twelve: Conclusi ons 
Conclusions 
12.1 Addressing of research themes:  
This thesis addressed the three research themes (each composed of a research question and 
objective) as follows:  
Theme 1: the ‘What’ of CA  
Research Question 1: ‘Can we better understand and classify the uptake of CA by African smallholder 
farmers?’ 
In Chapter 2, the inadequacies of current estimates of CA adoption were reviewed and the 
need for, yet absence of, alternative methodologies to estimate the uptake of CA was 
established. Subsequently, three novel yet interrelated quantitative frameworks (a CA 
nomenclature, the CAAF and the PAUF) were proposed to better understand and classify the 
uptake of agricultural practices (using CA as a case study) by African smallholder farmers. This 
was further extended in Chapter 3 to specifically investigate minimum tillage uptake. The 
application of these three frameworks highlighted novel trends and the potential for binary 
estimations of adoption to overestimate uptake and contribute to misleading conclusions. As 
such, the proposal of the three quantitative frameworks has provided improved ways to 
understand and classify the uptake of agricultural practices by African smallholder farmers.  
Objective 1: Quantification of the ‘what’ of CA utilisation  
The PAUF and CAAF were applied in Section B to quantify the ‘what’ of utilisation. The findings 
indicate that CA utilisation is limited in all studied countries, in terms of intensities, types and 
stages of utilisation. In defining the ‘what’ of CA utilisation as constrained, two key issues were 
established for qualitative investigation: 1] Why are farmers not obtaining information on CA 
components?; and 2] Once exposed to CA, why are farmers not preferencing their resource 
allocation decisions towards higher intensities of CA utilisation? Whilst both of these research 
questions have been previously alluded to within the literature, Section B provides three 
frameworks and the empirical evidence that clearly quantified the status, or ‘what’, of CA 
utilisation in the studied countries.  
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Theme 2: the ‘Why’ of CA  
Research Question 2: ‘Can we better contextualise the realities of resource allocation decision making 
by African smallholder farmers?’ 
In Chapter 4, the inadequacies of current investigations attempting to explain the reasons for 
farmers’ utilisation or non-utilisation of CA are established, mainly relating to the dominance 
of binary and econometric studies that link household characteristics to farmer behaviour 
without understanding the mechanisms for farmer decision making. To address this void the 
LPA was proposed as a structured qualitative framework to better understand and 
contextualise farmer decision making regarding CA utilisation. The application of the LPA across 
seven different key stakeholder subsets provided novel insights into the extent that contextual 
issues determine the status of CA uptake by farmers. The drivers of limited CA utilisation were 
often found to originate at the community and institutional platforms, highlighting the 
importance of seeking greater contextualisation to understand farmer behaviour and 
highlighting the usefulness of the LPA in increasing the understanding of farmer decision 
making.  
Objective 2: Qualification of the ‘why’ of CA utilisation 
The LPA was applied in Section C to seven different subsets of key stakeholders to understand 
the ‘why’ of limited intensity of CA utilisation across eastern and southern Africa. Chapters 4 to 
7 explored farmer perspectives that highlighted despite being at different stages of CA 
utilisation, strong commonalities existed across farmer stages. Whilst benefit in utilisation of 
CA was perceived by the vast majority of respondents, there were substantial issues with the 
relevance to farmer livelihoods and feasibility of implementation. For relevance, whilst CA was 
perceived as potentially profitable and useful in adaptation to climate change, farmers were 
generally seeking to lower their input usage and were often driven by livelihood objectives that 
conflicted with CA (particularly livestock objectives). For feasibility, there were five strong 
themes that emerged: 1] Non-functional physical input markets; 2] Constrained and insecure 
stover resources; 3] Limited financial viability of commercially oriented production systems; 4] 
increased labour and a lack of labour availability at the community platform; and 5] non-
functional informational exchange mechanisms. In Chapters 8-10, these constraints were 
further explored from community and institutional perspectives, confirming their existence and 
identifying an overall lack of capacity for research and extension systems to adapt CA to local 
contexts. This reflected a lack of community participation in the development and 
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dissemination of CA. These respondents identified key limitations in implementing more 
participatory research and extension systems, namely a lack of resources to implement 
activities, a lack of trust between research and extension providers and communities, non-
functional mechanisms for interaction with communities and a limited policy mandate. Like in 
Section A where the quantification of CA is limited by a binary focus on ‘adoption’, so too is the 
‘why’ of CA limited by a research and extension focus on facilitating ‘adoption’ of CA, instead 
of a broader framing of intensification of locally modified forms of CA towards the ultimate 
objective of total CA adoption. This was found to be the defining feature of the ‘Why’ of CA 
utilisation.  
12.2 Implications 
If the utilisation of CA is to be intensified by African smallholder farmers (and sustainable 
intensification is to occur more generally), the findings of this research imply a need for a 
change in approach to the way research and extension (R&E) systems frame the uptake of CA. 
Currently, the focus of R&E activities is on achieving the outcome of ‘adoption’. The findings 
suggest that this is too simplistic for complex technologies (such as CA) within resource 
constrained contexts (such as eastern and southern Africa). Instead, there is a need for a more 
transitional, process focussed approach. In the terminology of the PAUF, utilisation of CA should 
be facilitated through modified use (as opposed to semi use), with the overall objective of 
achieving increased intensity of utilisation. Programs considering how to increase the intensity 
of CA use will be assisted by the application of the CAAF. 
However, the implementation of ‘modified use’ pathways will require stronger support for R&E 
systems to more deeply engage with communities. Current systems have been shown to 
maintain top down approaches with limited two way negotiation between researchers (the 
holders of beneficial technologies) and farmers (with their individual feasibility and relevance 
requirements for new technologies). This reflects the limited financial, institutional and social 
capital currently within R&E systems to engage meaningfully with farmers. Such capacity must 
be increased if R&E systems are to move from farm experimentation (i.e. development of 
beneficial technologies on research stations) to farmer experimentation (i.e. development of 
feasible and relevant technologies adapted to local farmer situations). The LPA provides a way 
to formally understand the benefit, feasibility and relevance of such R&E activities.  
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12.3 Thesis summary 
The thesis narrative is visually summarized in Figure K.  
 
Figure K: Visual summary of the thesis narrative, including the three research themes and 
implications for research and extension systems. 
12.4 Significance  
This body of research is significant because it addresses strongly identified voids in the 
literature. For example, Glover et al. (2016) argued that the concept of ‘adoption’ is flawed and 
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that there is a need to develop a more robust way of measuring agricultural uptake, citing the 
need for methods that encompass change as iterative, incremental and adaptive. Likewise, 
Andersson and D'Souza (2014) argued that a deeper investigation of farmer decision making is 
required beyond econometric analyses to understand broader livelihood perspectives. This is 
coherent with the assertions of Sumberg (2005) that there is currently a missing link in the 
design and development process of local adaptation of practices to meet farmers situations 
and that of Giller et al. (2009) that a deeper analysis of farmer decision making is required to 
understand the uptake of CA. Whilst it is common for the literature to identify such research 
voids, this significance of this study is in the use of a major in-depth farmer interview process 
leading to the proposal of four novel yet interrelated frameworks to address these voids. The 
PAUF and CAAF directly address the need to develop a broader and more robust empirical 
approach to measuring the uptake of agricultural practices, while the LPA when used with semi-
structured interviews from various subsets of farm and non-farm stakeholders provides an 
increased depth of meaning that is currently absent from the literature. They are particularly 
unique in their approach to agricultural transformation from the farmer adaptation 
perspective, as opposed to an adoption perspective of implementing organisations.  
Beyond the theoretical frameworks proposed, there are some significant findings that have 
been provided. Firstly, while there is often assertions that current estimates of CA adoption are 
more constrained than many have claimed (e.g. Andersson and D'Souza, 2014; Giller et al., 
2009), this thesis has empirically proven this through the analysis of the types, intensities and 
stages of farmer CA use. Likewise, the deep qualitative exploration of the perspectives of key 
stakeholders alongside a global review of CA adoption has highlighted the need for the enabling 
institutional environment, currently absent, to enable farmers to intensify their CA activities. 
Specifically, such findings are significant as they highlight the intrinsic link between institutional 
context and limited sustainable intensification of agricultural systems and that the current 
approaches are unlikely to facilitate farming systems change for smallholder farmers in eastern 
and southern Africa. Such findings also provide important insights for the ongoing prominent 
debate around the place of CA within smallholder systems (e.g. Pittelkow et al., 2015), and 
particularly provide empirical support for many of the new approaches that recent literature 
propose regarding the need for the change in approach to R&E activities (e.g. Dougill et al., 
2017). The findings are hence significant because of their direct usefulness in informing the 
emerging new approaches to farming systems change in Africa. 
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12.5 Limitations 
12.5.1 Quantitative sampling strategy 
Section B applies novel frameworks to existing datasets collected by CIMMYT. CIMMYT is 
heavily involved in the promotion of CA, and hence there is a potential that such datasets have 
been biased. However, each of the surveys were implemented with a probability proportional 
to size methodology and it should be noted that the actual surveys were implemented by the 
NARS of each partner country. The datasets applied in Chapter 2 were collected as a baseline 
before CIMMYT promotion activities were established and as such are unlikely to have been 
biased by any promotional activities. Likewise, the dataset applied in Chapter 3 was collected 
only three years into the project which had a limited scope of activities in only some of the 
surveyed communities, lessening the likely impact of such biases. Hence, it can be concluded 
that the datasets can be broadly representative of the communities targeted.  
12.5.2 Quantitative analysis approach  
Ideally, Section B would be analysed with panel data to assess changes over time, without which 
the work may be criticised as taking a limited temporal snapshot. However, this research is 
limited by the datasets currently available, and the financial and temporal limitations of this 
PhD research did not allow for collection of new data to undertake this analysis. Hence, Section 
B should be seen as the beginning of a broader investigation that will be enabled by the 
development of ongoing panel datasets to which the proposed frameworks can be applied. As 
such frameworks provide a standardised format, they can be widely applied to enable users to 
understand temporal change, as exemplified in Chapter 3.  
12.5.3 Qualitative sampling strategy 
Like the quantitative datasets applied in Section B, Section C applies novel frameworks to 
qualitative datasets that have been collected from within areas of ongoing CIMMYT 
promotional activities. This raises potential questions of bias, particularly noting the high 
incentivisation and its impacts as highlighted throughout Section C. However, the sampling 
procedure (first introduced in figure 2; pg. 55) was specifically implemented to reduce potential 
bias and, as stated throughout the thesis, respondents to the semi-structured interviews were 
purposely selected to ensure a diversity of farmer perspectives without the intention of 
representativeness. Each interview occurred without the presence of CIMMYT staff and, where 
possible, translators were not associated with ongoing promotional activities on CA. Each 
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interview was preceded by an introduction highlighting that there were no consequences, 
either positive or negative, related to the answers provided, and the structure of the interviews 
was such that there was not a narrow focus on CA but on the respondents’ broader livelihoods, 
reducing a perception by respondents to answer in a certain way. Within each of the 20 case 
studies, there was an attempt to ‘pair’ a categorised farmer in a village with promotional 
activities with a similarly classified farmer in a village without promotional activities to gain a 
balanced perspective. This was not always possible so is not formally addressed within the 
methodologies of each manuscript. In summary, no qualitative dataset is ever able to account 
for heterogeneous populations and there will always remain questions of bias. However, the 
methodologies used were as robust as possible within the budgets, time and scope of this 
research as part of a PhD investigation, and the analysis still provides improved insights beyond 
the existing literature body and addresses the lack of in-depth analysis of the farmer 
perspective previously identified by other leading researchers. 
12.5.4 Qualitative analysis approach  
Section C is analysed from the perspectives of knowledge users and providers, based on the 
PAUF categorisations proposed in Section B. This novel approach was applied as something 
different from other attempts to understand CA uptake, in the spirit of the quotation by 
Einstein on page two. The usefulness of this is seen through the findings of this research. 
However, this approach also has limitations, particularly in growing the understanding of the 
resource endowments, production objectives and site specific issues across contexts. In future 
applications, it would be advised to apply the same methodology but within individual contexts 
(e.g. all sub-categories analysed within a country frame). This would allow the benefits of PAUF 
categorisation to be applied while allowing deeper analysis of the site specific needs of 
communities. This would provide a stronger evidence base for the scaling up of technologies in 
a site specific manner, and potentially reduce the repetition that occurred in this thesis, though 
it was useful in building an argument for the validity of both the methods and results.  
12.5.5 Author Perspectives 
There is a risk that as the researcher originates from another culture and continent to the 
interviews’ respondents, some of the data collected and analysis undertaken may be influenced 
by alternative world views. However, the author has spent a considerable proportion of his life 
working and travelling within Africa, and the methodologies applied through the structure of 
the LPA were intended to reduce the impact of potential differential in world views.  Translators 
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were encouraged to ask questions during the interviews that they felt needed to be explored, 
also allowing for further investigation of areas that the author did not focus on, and enabling a 
wider investigation to occur.  
12.5.6 Limitations to recommendations 
Finally, while the proposed changes to the framing of CA to a more transitional, stepwise 
utilisation pathway originates with the key informants who participated in this study, it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis research to test such pathways with farmers.  
12.6 Future work  
With the provision of the frameworks within this thesis, there are many potential applications 
for future work. With the PAUF and CAAF, there is a need for additional temporal assessment 
of CA and minimum tillage uptake over the longer term. As such datasets become available, it 
is hoped that the opportunity may arise to further apply these frameworks and extend them to 
temporal assessments of agricultural change. They may also be applied more broadly to 
singular components (e.g. agroforestry) or an aggregate index of sustainable intensification 
(with multiple components). More broadly, the application of the LPA may be extended to the 
broader understanding of farmer decision making beyond CA. The frameworks and findings 
proposed in this research hence provide a skeleton for the design of improved approaches to 
enable farming systems change for smallholder farmers in Africa. Future work could be to build 
on the pathways identified and implement them through development programs and with 
farmers to test their effectiveness.  
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This section contains additional Building on the findings of Section B (the ‘what’ of CA) and 
Section C (the ‘why’ of CA), this section compares these findings with the contexts of other 
regions that are identified as successful implementers of CA. In doing so, it addresses the third 
research objective.   
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A1. Farmer Question Schedule Used For Semi-Structured Interviews 
1. Exploring your farm 
• Current Farm                
o Size, setup and crops?     
o Planting methods?      
o Stover management?   
o Participation in markets?    
• Threats            
o What makes farming difficult?    
o What are going to be the problems in the next few years?  
o Are you satisfied? Will you farm differently in the next few years?    
o Is there anything new you would like to try? Why?   
2. Exploring Conservation Agriculture 
• What is your personal experience with Conservation agriculture?                
o What is Conservation Agriculture?  
o Why is CA good?  
o Why is CA bad?  
• Why do you utilise CA the way that you do?  
o Are you confident in implementing CA?  
o Does CA match your resources?              
o Can you access the required inputs?  
o Can you protect stover from others?  
o Does CA take too much labour?  
o Are the markets for CA outputs an incentive?                   
3. Broker Interactions 
• How do you learn about new technologies?                 
o What’s the best way to learn about CA?  
o Has the lead farmer been helpful in learning about Conservation Agriculture?          
• Who is here in the community supporting you with resources to do agriculture?  
• Who is here in the community supporting you to learn?  
o Do they all say the same thing? Or is it confusing? 
• What does the government say is the best agricultural practices?          
o Do you interact much with the Government extension?  
• What do the leaders say is the best agricultural system?                  
o Is there anything the leaders can do to support CA? By-laws?  
• What does the community think is the best agricultural practices?  
o Is CA proven here? 
o Does CA fit with community practices?  
▪ Mice hunting?  
▪ Communal grazing?  
o If you do CA, would you be seen as a crazy person? Why?  
o Are there any historic problems with CA?  
• If you became the big man (president/ chief / minister of agriculture) what would you change to help the 
community?  
o Why has the community not taken CA?  
4. Anything else?  
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A2. Non-Farmer Question Schedule Used For Semi-Structured Interviews 
1. Household Platform 
- What are the major challenges facing farmers in this community?              
o What is going to make life and farming more difficult in the future?  
- How are farmers responding to these challenges?            
o What are farmers searching for?  
- Are farmers satisfied with their current livelihoods?        
- Are farmers engaging in markets?          
2. Community Platform 
- Is information on new technologies reaching farmers?        
- Why do farmers tend to favour traditional technologies?        
- What is the common definition of CA in this community? 
- Is CA a proven technology in this community?   
o Is CA attractive in terms of benefits?         
o What problems does CA have in this community?  
- Do farmers want CA?  
- Why do farmers not take the next step in implementation?  
o Compatible with current stover strategies?  
o Is it too labour intensive?  
- Can CA be afforded by a normal farmer?         
o Are the required implements available?        
o Is there a dependency on handouts?                
- Are markets for sale available?  
3. Governance Platform 
- How does it fit with normal practices in the community?        
o Communal grazing? 
o Mice hunting? 
o Socially acceptable?  
- Is the lead farmer system compatible with how communities operate? (Jealousy?)     
- Are the leaders of the community doing enough to support CA farmers?  
o Are By-Laws needed?  
- In what ways does government policy influence farmer decisions?                
o Policies? 
o Subsidies? 
- Does government extension facilitate CA or confuse the farmer?             
o Is there clear CA policy direction?  
o Does it contradict other messages?  
- Is there cohesion in messaging from all players on CA?  
o Is there confusion on CA?  
-  If there were no “brokers” could CA be done?    
o  Is the usage of CA restricted to just subsidised farmers?  
- Are brokers working together?  
o Is there confusing messaging?  
4. Future directions:  
- What are the most important things that need to change to help more farmers take CA?  
o If you were the president or minister of agriculture? 
o If you were the chief?  
- How do you see the community growing in the future with CA?  
5. Is there anything else?  
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A3. Quantitative Poster (Presented at WCCA7)  
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A5. Qualitative Poster (Pathways for Intensification; Presented at WCCA7) 
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A7. Adelaide University Postgraduate Symposium Abstract 
 
Agriculture, Food and Wine Postgraduate Symposium – 27-28 September 2016 
 
The What, How and Why of Agricultural Adoption in Africa.  
 
Brendan Brown1, 2, Ian Nuberg1 and Rick Llewellyn2 
 
 
1 School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, the University of Adelaide, Australia 
 
2 CSIRO Agriculture, Adelaide, Australia 
 
Despite scientific breakthroughs that have tripled yields in Asia and Latin America, African cereal yields 
remain almost stagnant over the same period. A series of agricultural initiatives have been promoted 
under the banner of sustainable intensification, yet their use has been extremely low. Our understanding 
of the reasons for this is hampered by ambiguity in classification and weak methodologies. 
 
To address this, our research proposes a redirection of the discussion around agricultural adoption 
through the proposal of 3 new frameworks that define agricultural adoption in terms of what, how and 
why. Our novel methods unambiguously define measurable thresholds that can be applied in practice 
(the WHAT), as well as disaggregate the adoption process to 10 distinct stages (the HOW). We also 
propose a new theory of change framework that integrates resource and influence drivers to explain 
farmer decision making (the WHY). These frameworks were applied to extensive qualitative and 
quantitative data sets to examine the what, how and why of the adoption of 5 sustainable intensification 
technologies promoted in 7 eastern and southern African countries. 
 
The results indicate that adoption is far more constrained then the literature body has suggested, and 
identified several new thematic areas for research. Particular constraints were identified in the 
effectiveness of current extension mechanisms (where farmers have been unable to obtain information) 
as well as the feasibility and attractiveness of the promoted technologies (where exposure has generally 
led to disinterest, disadoption and extensive modification). This suggests that despite the assertion of 
decades of participatory research in Africa, there is an overall disconnect between research, extension, 
policy and the African smallholder farmer. To foster adoption of new technologies (and subsequent 
productivity increases), greater research emphasis is required to tailor both the technologies and 
information delivery mechanism to fit the local contexts that farmers operate within.  
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A8. AARES Abstract 
 
Brown, Brendan; Nuberg, Ian; and Llewellyn, Rick  
 
ESTIMATING ADOPTION OF PRODUCTIVITY INCREASING INNOVATIONS IN AFRICA  
 
Session 1C: Thursday 8:30 am – 10.10 am  
 
Ambiguity in the methodologies used to classify adoption of agricultural technologies have 
made comparisons across studies difficult. This is further compounded but weak 
methodological frameworks that limit our understanding by framing adoption as a binary 
outcome. We propose a new standard for the quantification of the 'how' of adoption via the 
'Process of Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF)' and the 'what' of adoption via the 
'Conservation Agriculture Based Sustainable Intensification Nomenclature (CABSIN)'. We apply 
this to 27,627 plots cultivated by 6,205 farmers in 5 African countries to compare the adoption 
of 5 sustainable intensification technologies. Overall, adoption was found to be more limited 
than published estimates and whilst we find different levels of adoption across countries, 
common trends were evident, particularly with issues of exposure of farmers to new 
technologies and the relevance of the technologies to the farmer’s contexts. Whilst applying 
these frameworks has provided novel findings, deeper qualitative researches is now required 
to understand them 
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A9. WCCA7 Oral Extended Abstract 
Adoption vs. utilisation: broadening our understanding of the uptake of 
Conservation Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa 
Brendan Brown* a b, Ian Nuberg a, Rick Llewellyn b 
a - School of Agriculture, Food and Wine, the University of Adelaide, Australia; 
Brendan.brown@outlook.com; ian.nuberg@adelaide.edu.au 
b – CSIRO Agriculture and Food, Adelaide, Australia; Rick.llewellyn@csiro.au 
Background: 
Conservation agriculture (CA) has been the focus of nearly three decades of efforts to 
sustainably intensify African smallholder agriculture. With this focus has come studies that 
attempt to quantify the uptake of CA. Most of these studies do this through the application of 
‘adoption’ as a binary outcome, either positive (adoption) or negative (non-adoption). This has 
two major limitations:  
1] Uptake isn’t a binary outcome, it’s a process: Farmers first build awareness, then familiarity. 
This will either generate disinterest or further interest and experimentation. After assessment, 
a farmer may disadopt or chose various forms of utilisation (i.e. modification, partial or total 
use). Such a process is ongoing and may occur at varying intensities making it difficult to classify 
under a binary framework, particularly noting the importance of incentivised CA adoption in 
the African context.  
2] CA isn’t practically framed within a binary classification: In theory, CA is the simultaneous 
application of three interrelated and strictly defined principles: minimum soil disturbance 
(disturbed area of less than 25%); stover cover (30% at planting) and crop diversification (>3 
crops in rotation; see http://www.fao.org/ag/ca/6c.html). Yet in practice, there is ambiguity on 
what constitutes CA adoption in the African context (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014) and various 
definitions applied (e.g. many studies use minimum tillage, zero tillage and conservation 
agriculture synonymously). Adoption studies are often unclear on how they classify modified 
use and the intensity of implementation of CA due to their application of binary frameworks.  
Application and implications for CA: 
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Because of the ambiguity over what constitutes ‘CA adoption’, currently available estimates of 
adoption provide limited insight into the practical utilisation by farmers. Comparisons between 
studies are difficult and substantial variation can lead to questions regarding the validity of CA 
adoption estimates (Andersson and D'Souza, 2014). 
Experimental Approach: 
Instead of ‘adoption’ with its binary connotations, we propose framing uptake within a process 
of ‘utilisation’. In this context, ‘utilisation’ is defined as the process of learning of, evaluating, 
experimenting with and making various utilisation decisions in implementing an agricultural 
practice. By doing so, it is possible to obtain a deeper and more granular understanding of the 
uptake of agricultural practices, particularly multi-component and complex practices such as 
CA.  
To do this, we apply two frameworks: the Process of Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF; 
Figure 1) defines a farmer’s status of utilisation via ten stages; and the Conservation Agriculture 
Appraisal Framework (CAAF) provides a structured nomenclature for CA and quantifies the 
intensity of CA use through plot and farm level intensity indexes. Detailed information on the 
conceptualisation of the frameworks can be found in Brown et al. (2017). These frameworks 
are applied to large household surveys implemented by CIMMYT and local NARS across five 
African countries (Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi and Mozambique) and two time periods 
(2010 and 2013).  
 
Figure 1: The Process of Agricultural Utilisation Framework (PAUF) proposed in Brown et al. (2017) 
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Results and Discussion:  
Conservation Agriculture in 2010: 
Under a binary classification where any use of any component at any intensity constitutes 
adoption, CA was adopted at the following rates: 57% (Ethiopia); 89% (Kenya); 94% (Tanzania); 
94% (Malawi); and 98% (Mozambique).  
An analysis of utilisation provides an alternate perspective. At plot level, only 0.3% of plots had 
all three CA components used to threshold levels (see Brown et al., 2017) and 63% had no CA 
components used to threshold levels. Only 0.8% of plots had three components of CA used (in 
any intensity) and 52% of plots have no principles of CA used at any intensity. This was reflected 
in farm level analysis, where modified use represented between 95% and 100% of farmer use 
of CA. As such, the majority of farmers scored below 10% intensity measured by the CAAF farm 
index (Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2: Types and intensity of CA utilisation at plot and farm level (aggregate of five 
countries) using the CAAF 
Minimum tillage in 2013: 
Binary adoption of minimum tillage in 2013 was estimated as follows: 3.3% (Ethiopia); 15.4% 
(Kenya); 27.0% (Tanzania); 4.9% (Malawi); and 9.0% (Mozambique), but a deeper analysis of 
utilisation provides a more granular understanding of this status. In understanding the types of 
utilisation, four key themes emerged (Figure 3): 1] substantial constraints to farmers obtaining 
information on minimum tillage; 2] negative evaluation is common after obtaining information 
on minimum tillage; 3] issues with advancing farmer interest in minimum tillage through to 
implementation; and 4] when used, a tendency for minimum tillage to be in highly modified or 
semi-spatial forms.  
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Figure 3: Classification of utilisation types for minimum tillage in 2013 using the PAUF.  
Conclusions: 
Utilisation of CA is potentially beneficial to the livelihoods of African smallholder farmers, but 
adoption is only an early step towards this. Our findings highlight the need to move beyond 
binary analysis of adoption and towards a more nuanced analysis of the process of utilisation 
in order to generate a deeper understanding of the status of agricultural practices. We find 
binary estimates are likely to overestimate the impact of CA, noting the complex multi-
component nature of CA and the subsequent dominance of modified utilisation by farmers. By 
considering in more detail the intensity of implementation and the types of use and non-use, 
deeper meaning can be found in the status and contributors to low levels of utilisation. Our 
analysis indicates that to foster the utilisation of CA in the African smallholder context, two key 
themes will need to be addressed: 1] the benefit, feasibility and relevance of CA to local 
contexts; and 2] the functionality of informational exchange and extension systems.   
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